Medical Control Board

Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/7433310282
Meeting ID: 743 331 0282

KIMBERLY M. PRUETT M.D., MCB CHAIR
GURUJOT KHALSA M.D., V.A. MEDICAL CENTER
IAN MEDORO M.D., PRESBYTERIAN HEALTH SYSTEM
RANDALL LAHR M.D., LOVELACE HEALTH SYSTEM

Zoom attendees: Shawn Williams, Roxy Kirk, David Chapek, Ian Medoro, Kimberly Pruett, Robert Laprise, Chris Oritz, Michael Spigner, Zach Potts, Stephany Perea, Amanda Ventura, Randall Lahr

January 20, 2021

AGENDA

I. CALL TO ORDER.

II. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF MCB COMMITTEE AGENDA FOR January 19, 2021.
   a. Kim-
      1. Review and approve the agenda- approved
      2. ??Gurujot- Motion to approve the agenda
      3. Ian- Second

    a. Kim-
       • No Minutes for December.
       • They’ll be available for voting in February.

IV. HOSPITAL SYSTEMS REPORTS
    a. Gurujot-VAMC –
       1. Giving TP a lot more than before.
       2. New stroke coordinator- Steve Senecal.
       3. No new data as of yet
       (Kim- hoping to start up a system wide stroke meeting)
       4. ER- COVID numbers still up, but not what they were a month ago
       5. Issues transferring patients with things other than COVID
    b. Ian- Presbyterian- Shifting a vaccine pod to new location- away from AAS
       (Roxy- Next door to the pac on San Mateo)
    c. Kim- UNMH-
- Floor volume 120%, ICU volume 130% (fluctuating)
- COVID number are down, but new COVID admissions are still high

**d. Randy - Lovelace**
- Shifting of floors being used for different things
- No major changes

**V. OLD BUSINESS**

a. Guideline Updates
   1. Guideline 2021 updates-
      - taking longer than expected due to hyperlinks
      - training materials ready- anticipated next week
   2. **Shawn - BCFD**-
   3. Gabe is handling the training on the vent & not sure how soon they’ll be ready
      - nothing needed at this time
   4. **Ian**-
   5. **Kim**-
      - In the coming years… should be small changes from here on out

**VI. NEW BUSINESS**

a. PAC
   1. Chief Ortiz-
      - Presentation Re CPR from Gabe DeBaltz (BCFD) wasn’t able to make it.
        Will invite him back next time to complete the presentation.
      - EMS roll in vaccination
      - Looking to reconvene
      - Possible traveling vehicle
   2. Michael Spigner-
   3. PAC Report

b. Discussion of EMS stroke metrics (data collection)
   4. Focus on Stroke
   5. **Kim - Roxy**
      - Collecting stroke data
      - **Needs a point of contact at each hospital**
   6. **Michael Spigner**-
      - Tablo- (Pres has access to this software sweep)
      - Analytics
      - Geo spatial analysis
      - What are the metrics important for our system
      - NEMSIS uses the same Tablo
   7. **Kim**-
      - Program that runs in the background
      - Up to the minute information
      - Once it’s built it runs itself
   8. **David Chapec**-
• Will AAS & Fire’s data on the same call be entered in NEMSIS causing a duplicate record? (integrated data source)

9. Ian-
• Need to complete the dataset from each coordinator (Read Geronimo Stilton)
• Need something that can transcend this internally.

10. Kim-
• Step 1- get Roxy what she needs to fill in blanks on her spreadsheet
• Step 2- No one has Tablo up and running. This is just one potential way.

11. Michael-
• Excel can absolutely be used. The key question is what do we want to measure for the upcoming year.

12. Michael-
• Hemorrhagic or not
• MRI positivity
• LAMS score
• Are all of these major hospitals joint commission certified as stroke centers?
• If so there are certain metrics they must report (Joint Commission Website)
  a. NIH stroke score prior to rx & 90 days
  b. Hemorrhagic transformation rate
  c. Post reperfusion rate
  d. Arrival to skin puncture

13. Kim-
• UNMH has a couple of action items for their comprehensive stroke center

14. Randy-
• believes they are going for the higher designation

15. David-
• Once we have the data how do we make the changes?

16. Kim-
• Build on what we have in place.
• “simpler program” than Tablo, potentially Excell
• Most common dispatch code
• Destinations looking like in terms of volume
• How we’re doing on reporting the last known well
• Time to TPA
• Thrombectomy… yes or no
• How is our LAMS score performing in recognizing LVOs

17. Ian-
• Where are we in our performance
• Putting this into visually dynamic representation
• Right now what can we use
• What can we develop it in to
• Where are we as a system
• What performance improvement we have after that

18. Michael-
• Times, volumes, dispositions is mostly what we have currently
• What are the clinical metrics we care about that need to be added
• Preserve workflow while adding in relative information that’s going to give us the answers that we want

19. Ian-
• How accurate is our LAMS prediction
• Are we doing the right thing and getting people to the right place

20. Roxy-
• Has extracted a lot of this information, just doesn’t have a column for it
• Can get MRI results, whether or not there was TPA, or whether or not there was a Thrombectomy from Lovelace and Pres
• Can’t get times and outcomes
• No access to anything at UNMH

21. Kim-
• Will work with Roxy on getting UNMH access

22. Ian-
• NEMSQA Website
  a. One quality measure- Suspected stroke receiving prehospital stroke assessment
  b. Already meeting this

23. David-
• AAS Re-working stroke collection tools
• Are people using the same terms
• Is data going into the same fields
• Would like to collaborate to use the same

24. Shawn BCFD-
• Working on being able to transfer charts back & forth with AAS
• Same data sets as AAS

25. Kim-
• Get Roxy more information
• More accessible alternative to Tablo
• Additional metrics

26. Randy-
• Contact from Lovelace was shifted from a clinical roll temporarily due to COVID
• Roxy has reached out recently and hasn’t heard back- hasn’t obtained information
• Will follow up on this

VII. PUBLIC COMMENTS *Limited to three (3) minutes total time per person
• No comments

VIII. Adjournment
  1. Gurujot- motion
  2. ???- second

**NEXT MEETING: February 17, 2021**
Notice is hereby given that the Medical Control Board has scheduled a meeting for January 20, 2021

At 1600 hrs. Join Zoom Meeting
https://cabq.zoom.us/j/7433310282
Meeting ID: 743 331 0282

Except for any portion of the meeting that may be closed by the Medical Control Board pursuant to the provision of the New Mexico Open Meetings Act, the meeting will be open to the public.

Any disabled member of the public who wishes to attend the meeting and needs accommodations to attend or participate (such as sign language, interpretation, an amplifier, a reader or other form of accommodations), may contact Lisa Rae Scott at (505)764-6333 at least 5 days prior to the meeting. Also, disabled persons who need public documents such as meeting agendas, etc., in accessible format, may contact Lisa Rae Scott.

POSTED AT CITY/COUNTY GOVERNMENT CENTER, ONE CIVIC PLAZA: January 20, 2021